Keep your most critical data safer.
Worry less, bank more.

Developed expressly for banks and financial institutions — a best-in-class curated suite of:

+ Security Software
+ Real-Time Threat Monitoring
+ Security Awareness Training
+ Detailed Reporting
+ Intrusion Detection/Intrusion Prevention

Comprehensive protection designed to keep your financial institution safer.

Significantly lowers your risk of a data loss.

Smother audit/exam process and improved scores.

Exceptional IT. Real People. Bigger Purpose.
CalTech’s Cyber Defense Program is a carefully researched and fully curated suite of systems and services designed to improve the IT security standing of your bank or financial institution.

Features Overview:

Cyber Defense Program clients will experience lower risk ratings, fewer audit findings, a lower likelihood of downtime, less risk to reputation and lowered risk of data loss. Best of all, CalTech’s Cyber Defense Program will give you peace of mind and allow you to better serve your customers.

- IT audit exam management
- Real-Time threat identification & alerts (SIEM)
- Incident response program management
- Cybersecurity & social awareness training
- Regular institution-wide phishing tests
- Comprehensive threat notifications
- Internal and external vulnerability scans
- Intrusion Detection/Intrusion Prevention
- System-hardening baselines
- Detailed cybersecurity reports
- Recommended IT policies
- Over 50% fulfillment of FFIEC Cybersecurity Assessment Tool (CAT) baseline requirements

Please contact your Account Executive for more information.

877-223-6401